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Donations
Thermometer
Make a donation
today & help us
reach our goal
of $1 million!
Visit our website
today by
clicking here!

Donate while shopping (at
no extra cost to you)!
Amazon will donate
0.5% of eligible
purchases to the APES&L
Foundation!
smile.amazon.com
Select the “Alpha Psi
Scholarship and
Leadership Foundation”

www.facebook.com/
AlphaPsiFoundationESL
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John F. Schlegel Endowed
Leadership Scholarship
By Lanni Lam ‘20
This year’s John F. “Jack” Schlegel Endowed
Leadership Scholarship was awarded to Gabby
Reyes at Alpha Psi’s 2017 Formal Rush Dinner.
Gabby has displayed exceptional potential for
leadership in the field of pharmacy after she
graduates, and has shown exemplary behaviors
as a professional in training. As the former
Worthy Keeper of Records and Seals and
Public Relations Chair, Gabby’s leadership
experience on the chapter’s executive board
gave her the confidence and fundamental skills
she needed in her role as President of CSHP in
pharmacy school. She always maintains a
professional attitude, and her ability to strive
Pictured: Priscilla Schlegel, recipient Gabby
Reyes, and Jack Schlegel.
for her goals is what ultimately led her to
becoming the final candidate for the scholarship. “I was surprised and at a loss of
words when I won this award! I felt honored because I knew I was being considered
among exceptional candidates in my class who aren’t just leaders in the fraternity,
but in the school of pharmacy and the profession as well.” Gabby looks forward to
becoming an alumnus in a few months, and she is excited to continue fostering
brotherhood and leadership for the active chapter’s future brothers and pharmacists.

Recap: Super Bowl Raffle Outcomes
By Ed Larimer ‘69
Although we did not have a winner of a Grand Prize Super Bowl package, there
were 44 other prizes and 3 of our buyers were winners. This is our 4th year of
participating in the Super Bowl Raffle sponsored by the Community Foundation of
San Joaquin and over those four years, the Alpha Psi Foundation has raised $88,000
and had 15 winners, which also included one Grand Prize winner. On behalf of the
Alpha Psi Foundation Directors, we thank all of the buyers of tickets for supporting
our vision which helps "Creating Tomorrow's Leaders”.

Coming Soon: Leadership
Development Workshops

Departing Director
Art Whitney

By Lanni Lam ‘20
Alpha Psi’s Diamond Jubilee dinner brought forward many
contributions to further assist the active chapter’s endeavors
towards becoming leaders in the field of pharmacy. Among the
numerous alumni who donated to support the chapter’s continuous
growth, Jack and Priscilla Schlegel have managed to set
themselves apart with their outstanding generosity. With a donation
of $30,000, the Alpha Psi Foundation is proud to introduce “The
Jack & Priscilla Schlegel Endowed Leadership Development
Fund”. Jack and Priscilla have always had a passion when it came
to supporting the active chapter, and their fund will be dedicated to
supplying annual leadership development workshops for all Alpha
Psi actives, the first of which will take place on March 19th, 2017.
This fund will also aim to promote leadership training for all
By Tina Le ’14
pharmacy students enrolled in the University of the Pacific Thomas
J. Long School of Pharmacy and Health Sciences. The Foundation
On behalf of the Alpha Psi Education,
would like to extend their sincere gratitude to Jack and Priscilla for Scholarship, & Leadership Foundation, I’d like
their charitable actions.
to thank Art Whitney for his continuous
contribution and support to the Foundation. He
graduated from UOP in 1973 and was a
Founding Director for the Foundation in 2008,
and served as a Board Director until 2016,
helping to foster the growth of pharmacy
students. In 2014, the “Whitney Family
Endowed California Scholarship” was founded
after a generous $50,000 donation, helping to
award pharmacy students committed to
independent pharmacy practice.

If you are interested in participating in
the workshop on March 19th, please
contact Michael Conner.
Upcoming Events

Saturday May 20
Thomas J Long School of Pharmacy & Health
Sciences Commencement
Friday-Sunday October 20-22
UOP Homecoming Weekend

He is currently president and CEO of Pacific
West Pharmacy, Inc., specializing in long term
care. He is also president and CEO of
Advantage Pharmaceutical’s, a compounding
only pharmacy specializing in bio-identical
hormone replacement therapy and unique
veterinary medications.

Let us know what you want to see!
Tina Le (Editor) vyvytina@gmail.com
Lanni Lam lam.lanni96@gmail.com
Michelle Chinn michellechinn95@gmail.com

Thank you for everything
Art!

